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According to law, the person who is not able to do work due to illness or injuries is always given
some benefits to survive in his life. This law does not include only disability but also consider death
cases and retirement also. If you or your loved one is also suffering from such type of disability, then
you should definitely apply for such benefits. But there are some rules and regulations which you
have to follow to get claim benefits.

It is assumed that more than 70% cases are denied by administrator due to incomplete documents
or some other reason. Thatâ€™s why most of cases are denied in first two stages of the filing process.
There are infinite advocates or lawyer who especially dealing with such cases. This is evidenced by
the enormous backlog of disability applications filed before the SSA.It is the reason why most of
claimants bring their cases in front of judge for hearing, where they try their best to convince the
judge by their oral arguments.

Here, we are going to discuss some point which you should keep in mind to increase the chance for
getting favorable results. These points are given below:

First of all, collect all the details regarding your illness and disability from doctors and physician as
only these are the documents which will describe your disability and helps in getting benefits very
recently.

Submit all the latest and required medical records during your initial application and even when you
appeal for it at anytime.

According to schedule, you should immediately respond to all the queries and questions of disability
examiner and try to cooperate promptly with him.

Always be aware about every status of your disability case. You should always remain in contact
with your state's Disability Determination Services office for updates and not an SSA office during
process.

Always keep track of all the dates and times like deadlines connected to your case.

If you are not able to present yourself properly, then you should advised to hire a Social Security
representative or attorney.

At last, this process is very tedious and difficult plus involves a number of steps. But still many
people always eager to get such benefits .so before applying for claims, it is advisable to have a
proper understanding about this process. You should follow above all mentioned points to get claim
benefits in appropriate time.
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